Jeep tailgate conversion

D o you love the look of the old school CJ tailgates, if so look no further. This robust drop down
tailgate conversion kit is designed to easily hold over lbs. This kit is compatible with your
factory hard or soft top. Please note that the CJ tailgate kit is best suited for those running a
soft top as the CJ tailgates lock from the inside of the Jeep and if you are running a hard top
you will be required to open and close the tailgate from the inside of your Wrangler. The kit
installs with minimal shop tools and installation is a snap. Drilling of four holes is required to
mount the bottom of the hinge to the Jeep tub and custom fabrication is required to keep the
tailgate closed as the factory CJ tailgate latch mechanism does not fit flush against the YJ or TJ
bodies to keep the tailgate closed. Engineered to last with quality hinges and cables , all metal
brackets are shipped unpainted and are laser cut and formed on a press brake. Note: the CJ
tailgate is not included with this kit. Your spare tire will need to be attached with an after market
swing out tire carrier. This kit is compatible with either a bumper mounted tire carrier or a tub
mounted tire carrier. There are dozens of designs and manufactures to pick form depending
upon your requirements and the amount you are looking to spend. A drop down tail gate has
many ideal uses, here are a few that previous customers have sent to us. Subscribe
Unsubscribe. Put me on the Waiting List. Quantity Add to Cart. Write a Review. The ultimate off
road work bench trail repair station,its always with you The perfect place to set the Coleman
camp cooking stove. When it rains I can lift up the hard top glass and sit on a dry tailgate. With
two kids In diapers, it is the only flat spot on a Jeep. What good is a tailgating party with out a
tailgate. Take the rear seat out and I can easily sleep in the back. It is a great place to sit and
watch people after I've broken my Jeep. A great place to set my tool bag, and have a trail side
picnic. Who needs a drop down tailgate, I love getting hit in the back when parked on a hill with
my swing out factory tailgate. I found the kit to be exactly what i needed to convert my 05 TJ
tailgate to a CJ7 tailgate. I can use my drop down tailgate for so mush more and it has a vintage
look as well. This Kit was awsome, I installed the Tailgate in about an Hour not counting paint. I
wish the lower hinge spacer had been included but a couple flat washers worked fine. I really
enjoy having the convenience of a drop down tailgate. If your TJ hinges are getting bad,
consider this option or the complete kit to use with your original tailgate. Just a kit that makes it
easier. Not hard to make something, but add those and this kit would be a no brainer. Recently
Viewed Items. Browse Similar Items. The only kit out there in the market that converts your
factory swing out tailgate into a drop down tailgate. This robust drop down tailgate conversion
kit is de signed to easily hold over lbs. This kit is compatible with your factory hard or soft top,
so you can easily keep water and thugs out of the back of your Jeep. The tailgate conversion kit
uses your exist ing tailgate latch mechanism so your tailgate will remain lockable and rattle free.
The kit installs with minimal shop tools and no welding is required for installation. Each drop
down tailgate kit comes standard with stainless steel fasteners for sleek appearance. We used
the very best hinges in the industry. This product is shipped in bare raw aluminum and will need
to be powder coated, painted and or left raw aluminum. A solid aluminum bottom panel will be
supplied with every drop down tailgate kit sold. A drop down tail gate has many ideal uses, here
are a few that previous customers have sent to us. Subscribe Unsubscribe. Select Vehicle
Model Year. Select Vehicle Model Year Put me on the Waiting List. Quantity Add to Cart. Write a
Review. Your spare tire will need to be attached with an after market swing out tire carrier. This
kit is compatible with either a bumper mounted tire carrier or a tub mounted tire carrier. There
are dozens of designs and manufactures to pick form depending upon your requirements and
the amount you are looking to spend. The ultimate off road work bench trail repair station,its
always with you The perfect place to set the Coleman camp cooking stove. When it rains I can
lift up the hard top glass and sit on a dry tailgate. With two kids In diapers, it is the only flat spot
on a Jeep. What good is a tailgating party with out a tailgate. Take the rear seat out and I can
easily sleep in the back. It is a great place to sit and watch people after I've broken my Jeep. A
great place to set my tool bag, and have a trail side picnic. Who needs a drop down tailgate, I
love getting hit in the back when parked on a hill with my swing out factory tailgate. View All
Reviews. This a great product, works awesome. There are a few things you need to change on
the instruction sheet. If you attach the top plate to the tail gate first using the factory hinge bolt
hole, then the bottom piece to the top piece using the hinges. Once you attach the bottom piece
with the hinges. By doing so it keeps you from having to alter the factory latch. The tailgate will
drop smoothly. I had noticed this was the biggest issue with the insulation of the kit. Everyone
seem to have a problem with having to adjust the factory latch. By doing the the way I explained
you wont have to adjust the latch. This is a well designed product, very sturdy. I am lb and it
does not budge. The only issue I had was cutting out for the handle. There is some thick metal
behind the sheet metal. The latch looks good but I wish I had the option of the original latch
they show in the video. It would have save time, drilling and cutting. But the finished product
does look good. Came in very quick and also very responsive when emailed. Good product,

received on time. Called customer support with quick question and received immediate, friendly
response. Highly recommend. Despite the glitchy instructions I'm still giving this 5 stars
because it is well engineered, fits perfectly, and the hardware is of high quality. Obviously it
won't work unless you have an aftermarket swing gate for you tire that allows clearance for this
drop conversion. This is a huge improvement over the OE gate in my opinion. I've been using it
for about 3 weeks now and all of the chirping and rattling associated with the old swing tail are
GONE. Nice and peaceful back there. I used self-etching primer and rattle can bedliner to coat
the bare hardware. I also added a padded BedRug liner to the inside of my tailgate for more
comfort when sitting on it. It took me the better part of an afternoon to install wonky
instructions but well worth it. I'm happier than a flea at a dog show! Do it. I've had my drop
down tailgate kit installed for about a month now and I am loving it. It is a massive improvement
for my jeep. The install was simple and the tailgate is strong easily holding two adults. Great
product at a great price. Bought aluminum drop down tailgates for both of our TJ's and
absolutely love them. Great quality, great customer service. Highly recommend! Great product,
tricky install. Love this kit! The install was a bit of a pain because i did it alone but overall the
quality is there. The part that gave me the most trouble was cutting the hole for the second
latch. Recently Viewed Items. Browse Similar Items. We don't know who came up with the idea
of putting a door on the rear of a Jeep. Unless you've been out at the bar, no one is going to try
to get in or out of that rear-mounted door. For our part, we've been getting rid of that thing
Chrysler calls a tailgate every chance we get. When out on the trail, stopped for lunch, all the CJ
guys have built-in tables with them. When they break down, they've got a miniature workbench
everywhere they go. Well, if you've got a YJ or TJ, you too can enjoy those benefits and more.
The best part? If you've got a drill and an angle grinder, you can do this swap in a day. What we
were starting with wasn't pretty. With , miles on the Wrangler, supporting a tire for , of them, this
tailgate was thrashed, the hinges were worn out, the striker pin was half worn through, and it
had hit us in the ass one too many times. So off it came, along with the stock brackets inside
the tub. We sourced the tailgate, latches, and cables from a CJ-7 that a buddy ran into a tree a
few winters ago. If you have the chance, grab the shouldered bolts for the upper part of the
cables too. You can easily paint the tailgate in your basement after work during the week. Then,
come Saturday, it's ready to go. Out with the old, in with the new! You will need a friend for one
part of this procedure. The friend will hold the CJ tailgate up while you mark where the holes
need to be drilled through the body for the hinges. Align the top edge of the tailgate with the top
of the tub so it opens correctly, then build the brackets. The angles are from a piece of 4x4
channel we had laying around. You could even make these brackets during the week, if you
were so inclined. The hardest part of this whole thing is having to drop the gas tank non-LJ
people. Once the gas tank is dropped, cut two access holes for the 2x4-inch plate. Just like a
rollcage floor plate, round off the corners on the tapped backing plate that face the body so the
first time you stand on the tailgate the plates don't act like can openers. For the upper brackets,
we rough cut them as seen earlier , then bolted the tailgate on we reused bolts from the original
tailgate. Bolt the upper brackets down and then mark where you think the cable needs to go,
and drill one side. Once that is done, measure the center of the bolt hole on tailgate to the
center of the drilled hole and duplicate that on the other side so the tailgate is supported
correctly. Once the tailgate was on and the upper brackets were bolted in, we closed the tailgate
to mark where the latches needed to be for the tailgate to close flush with the tub. While
grinding the bracket to size, we mimicked the hump in the latch for a positive closure without
too much effort of operation. If you've got a hardtop, you will have to determine if thi
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s will work for you. Maybe you just want to take the CJ hinges and cables and convert your
current tailgate. Some of the hardtops rely on the tailgate to keep them closed. With a soft top,
you can reach in through the zippers, unlatch the tailgate, and then lower it; with the reverse for
closing. Sometimes the rear window bar interferes with the tailgate latches and needs to be
trimmed. Often, however, fiddling with the latch position before closing will result in success
without having to trim that bar or the attached rubber seal. Obviously, if your spare tire is still
on your factory tailgate, this isn't for you. But with the above caveats in mind, this is an easy
swap that anyone can do and offers many advantages over the stock setup such as not getting
hit from behind with the tailgate, having portable seating, and, of course, having a table for
those trail-side lunches. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Pete Trasborg
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